Using Location Intelligence to meet current and future demand

Manchester – May 2017
Before we start

- Facilities
- Car Parking Voucher
- Fire Alarm
- Photos
Introductions

The Cadcorp Team

- Nick Macready – Sales
- Gwen Fanning – Marketing
- Gary Randle – Sales
- Sandeep Chaggar – Presales
- Chris Stanley – Presales
- Ian Usher – Presales
Welcome to Cadcorp
Agenda

10.30  Introduction & Trends - Nick, Cadcorp
10.50  "Life without GIS" - Paul Wake, WDH
11.10  Data, Maps and Dashboards! - Gary & Sandeep, Cadcorp
11.30  COFFEE - (Demo)
12.00  Land Registry data - Liz Scott, emapsite
12.20  Real estate and infrastructure - Judith Redkwa, The Peel Group
12.40  GIS Top Tips for Housing - Chris, Cadcorp
13.00  Concluding remarks - Nick, Cadcorp
13.05  LUNCH & NETWORKING
Geospatial trends and predictions

The mainstream corporate sector will drive market demand.

GIS - background activity
Geospatial trends and predictions

New corporate demands

More GIS integration with business intelligence
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms

Demand will increase for mobile and mobile apps
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms
- Mobile

Big data getting bigger
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms
- Mobile
- More Big Data

New data sources
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms
- Mobile
- More Big Data
- New data sources

2D to 3D. 4D is particularly relevant in the context of real-time information and virtual reality technologies.
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms
- Mobile
- More Big Data
- New data sources
- 2D, 3D, 4D

Remote Hosting

Various levels of cloud
Geospatial trends and predictions

Interaction between Smart Cities and BIM
Geospatial trends and predictions

- New corporate demands
- BI Platforms
- Mobile
- More Big Data
- New data sources
- 2D, 3D, 4D
- BIM & Smart Cities
- Remote hosting

AI or machine learning technologies that will enable the data to be processed more efficiently
Housing trends and predictions

4 steps:
- Planning for the right homes in the right places
- Building homes faster
- Diversifying the market
- Helping people now
Housing trends and predictions

Local Housing Allowance cap

Is it wise to commit to the provision of supported housing? is it worth the effort?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance

Mergers

Clear drivers but what are the impacts?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance
- Mergers

RTB

What are the likely impacts? Which properties?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance
- Mergers
- Right to buy

Rent Cuts

What are we doing that will have to stop? Which properties become untenable?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance
- Mergers
- Right to buy
- Rent cuts

Universal Credit

Who are going to be the problem tenants? How do we manage this?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance
- Mergers
- Right to buy
- Rent cuts
- Universal Credit

Green Belt

Is there going to be policy change?
What will this mean?
Housing trends and predictions

- White Paper
- Local Housing Allowance
- Mergers
- Right to buy
- Rent cuts
- Universal Credit
- Green belt review

Homelessness

How can it be Eradicated?
Common Link = Place
Agenda

10.30  Introduction & Trends  - Nick, Cadcorp
10.50  "Life without GIS"  - Paul Wake, WDH
11.10  Data, Maps and Dashboards!  - Gary & Sandeep, Cadcorp
11.30  COFFEE
12.00  Land Registry data  - Liz Scott, emapsite
12.20  Real estate and infrastructure  - Judith Redkwa, The Peel Group
12.40  GIS Top Tips for Housing  - Chris, Cadcorp
13.00  Concluding remarks  - Nick, Cadcorp
13.05  LUNCH & NETWORKING
Conclusion

Lunch

Events Review

Have a safe trip home